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Abstract-The energy absorption patterns in-two sizes of triple-layered phantom tissue 
circular cylinders are calculated for plane wave sources of 433, 750, 918 and 2450 MHz. 
The result indicates that the energy absorption can be highly non-uniform and varies 
according to the size of the ·cylinder and the frequency of the source. It is concluded that 
energy absorption characterization in· biological effects experiments must be considered if 
the results of these experiments were to be meaningful to radiation protection. In addition, 
energy penetration and absorption characteristics in tissues should be considered in the 
design of effective .therapeutic heating apparatus. 

INTRODUCI10N 

CURRENT microwave biological effects re
search uses various sizes of animals and cell 
cultures. Many experiments are conducted in 
plane wave exposure fields and quantified 
dosimetrically in terms of external field meas
urements presented in terms of power density 
(mW/cm2

). Biological effects, however, are. 
more closely related to the induced internal 
electromagnetic fields in the biological body 
than to the exposure field. It is therefore 
important to determine the extent to which 
energy absorption is dependent on the size 
and shape of the biological body and the 
frequency of the irradiation source. 

In the area of microwave therapeutic heat
ing instrumentation design, the selection of 
diathermy frequencies and applicators for de
sired tissue heating characteristics may depend 
on the energy absorption characteristics in 
various shapes and sizes of body tissues. 

In this theoretical investigation, the elec
tromagnetic field inside a plane wave ir
radiated triple-layered dielectric cylinder is 
formulated. Using this formulation, a compu
ter program is written to calculate the energy 
absorption pattern in two sizes of triple
layered tissue cylinders exposed to separate 
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plane wave sources of 433, 750, 918 and 
2450 MHz frequencies. The dielectric proper
ties of bone, muscle, and fat tissues similar to 
those reported by Schwan et al. (Sc54) are 
used in the calculation. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The general formulation of field patterns in 
circular dielectric cylinders due to plane wave 
sources has been reported by Wait (Wa55). 
By using the method of summation of· cylin
drical waves and matching of tangential fields 
across the boundaries, the field and hence 
heating patterns in a triple-layered dielectric 
cylinder due to plane wave sources can be 
computed. 

Consider Fig. 1. An infinitely long triple
layered circular dielectric cylinder, with radii 
r,, rm, and rb; and corresponding dielectric 
constants of Ef, Em, and Eb, simulates layers of 
fat, muscle, and bone tissues. Values of Ef, Em, 

and Eb are listed in Table 1. 
A plane wave at normal incident on the 

dielectric cylinder is represented by 

1/J; = exp[jk0 r cos( <f>)] 
00 

= L [j"In(kor) exp(jn<f>)] (l) 
n=-oo 
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Plane wave 

FIG. 1. Plane wave incident on triple-layered 
dielectric cylinder rb, '"" r1 and eb, e,"' e1 are 
respectively the radii and complex dielectric 
constants of bone, muscle and fat tissue layers. 

where o/i = Ez stands for Ez polarized (TM) 
wave, while r/1; = Hz stands for Hz polarized 
(TE) wave. z is along the axial direction of the 
dielectric cylinder. k0 = 21r/ ,\=wave number 
in free space. The scattered field is rep
resented by 

00 

I/ls= L [ C,,H<,?->(kor) exp(jncf>)] (2) 
n=-CCI 

where C.. are constants to be determined, and 
H~2

> is the Hankel function of the second 
kind. 

The fields in the dielectric layers obey the 
wave equation 

(3) 

where the subscript t denotes transverse (to z) 
operation, and k represents the wave number 

Table 1. Complex dielectric constants of tissues vs frequency 

Frequency Fat and Bone Muscle 

MH, <' f, b 

27 20. 00 
433 S. 61 
750 5. 61 
918 S. 61 

1500 S. 48 
2450 S. 48 

<" 
f, b 

10. 16 
I. 96 
1. 45 
I. 31 
0. 99 
0. 86 

<' m 

108. 0 
52. 8 
SI. S 
51. 4 
49. 4 
47. 3 

Ef,b Real part of dielectric constant, fat and bone. 

<" m 

377. S 
4 7. 4 
30. 2 
25. 2 
17. S 
16. 2 

e" Imaginary part of dielectric constant, fat and bone. 
f, b 

t~ Real part of dielectric constant, muscle. 

E; Imaginary part of dielectric constaTlt, muscle. 

in the dielectric medium. Therefore the fields 
in the dielectric layers can be represented by 

00 

I/lb= L [Anbln(kbr) exp(jncf>)] (4) 
n=-oo 

n=-oo 

n=-oo 

+ Bnt Yn(ktr)] exp(jncf>) (6) 
kb= ko✓s,, 

km = koJ;;.. (7) 

kt= ko✓Bt-

ln, Yn are respectively the Bessel functions of 
the first and second kind. The coefficients Anb, 
Anm, Bnm, Ant, and Bnt are constants to be 
determined by the boundary conditions. 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS E, 
POLARIZED (TM) WA VE 

1/1; = Ez for the Ez polarized (TM) wave. 
The tangential fields are Ez and Hep, where 

Hep= (1/jwµ,) aEz/ar. (8) 

The boundary conditions are: 

Ez;+Ezs =Ezf (at r= r1) (9) 

Hep; + 14s = Hepf (at r = r1) (10) 

Ezr=Ezm (at r = rm) (11) 

Hc/>f=Hepm (at r = rm) (12) 

Ezm =Ezb (at r= rb) (13) 

Hepm =Hepb (at r = rb) (14) 

where the subscripts i and s denote respec
tively the incident and the scattered field, 
while, the subscripts f, m, and b denote the 
media fat, muscle and bone. 

Using the equations (1)-(5) and (8)-(14), 
the coefficients of each cylindrical wave (With 
index n) can be expressed as a set of six 
simultaneous equations. 

Antln ( krrt) + Bnt Yn ( ktrt) 

= tin(korr)+CnH<,?-\korr) (15) 

Antln'(krrr) + Bnt Yn'(ktrr) 
= (kolkt)Un ln'(korr) + CnH~<2>(kort)] (16) 

.. 

? 
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Anmin(kmrm)+ Bnm Yn(kmrm) 

=Antin(krrm)+BnrYn(krrm) (17) 

Anmin'(kmrm) + Bnm Yn'(kmrm) 

= (kr/ km)[A'nrin'(krrm) + Bnf Yn'(krrm)] (18) 

Anbin(kbrb) 

= Anmin(kmrb) + Bnm Yn(kmrb) (19) 

Anbin'(kbrb) 

= (km/ kb)[Anmin'(kmrb) + Bnm Yn'(kmrb)] 
. (20) 

for integer n, - 00 :5 n :5 oo. In', Yn' and Hn' are 
respectively the derivatives of In, Yn and Hn. 

Using the six simultaneous equations of 
: (15)-(20), the coefficients C,,, Ant, Bnt, Anm, 

Bnm, and Anb can be found for all integer n. 
The field patterns in the dielectric layers can 
then be found. The absorbed power density 
(based on volume) (Jo73) in the dielectric 
medium is related to the electric field strength 
by the relationship: 

P - 1 IEl2 - 1 ,, IEl2 -20" -2we . (21) 

For the Ez polarized (TM) case, 1/J = Ez. 
Therefore the 

(22} 

where w = 2'Tl"f, f is the frequency of the plane 
wave, and e" is the imaginary part of the 
dielectric constant of the medium. 

BOUNDARY CONDmONS FOR H2 
POLARIZED (TE) WA VE 

For Hz polarized (TE) wave, IPi = Hz. The 
tangential fields are Hz and Ecp, where 

Ecp = -(1/jwe) aHzfar. (23) 

Using the continuity of the tangential electric 
and magnetic fields at r1, rm and rb, the follow
ing set of six simultaneous equations can be 
obtained for each cylindrical wave. 

Antin ( krrr) + Bnt Yn( krrr) 

= ;"In(kor1)+CnH<,;\kor1) (24) · 

Antin'( krrt) + Bnf Y/( krrt) 

= (kr!ko)[j" In'(korr) + C,,H~2)(kor,)] (25) 

Anmin(kmrm) + Bnm Yn(kmrm) 

= Antin(krrm) + Bnt Yn(krrm) (26), 

AnmI/(kmrm) + Bnm Yn'(kmrm) 

= (km! kr)[Ar.1In'(krrm) + Bnt Yn'(krrm)] (27) 

Anbin(kbrb) 

= Anmin(kmrb) + Bnm Yn(kmrb) (28) 

Anbin'(kbrb) 

= (kbf km)[Anm.T,,'(kmrb) + Bnm Yn'(kmrb)] 
(29) 

for integer n, -oo ::;'n :5 oo. 
in'; Yn' and H~(Z) are respectively the deriva
tives of In, Yn and H<;). 

Solving the simultaneous equations, the 
magnetic field in the dielectric cylinder is ob
tained. The absorbed power density (by vol
ume) is related to the electric field strength by 
equation (21). For the Hz polarized (TE) case, 
tf., = Hz. Hence using Maxwell's equations, 

E = (1/jwe)Vr X lfzz 
= (1/jwe )[(1/r) '.a Hz/ act, r-aHzar cf,]. (30) 

Using equations (2i) and (30), the absorption 
pattern in the dielectric cylinder is obtained. 

CALCULATIONS 

Calculations are made for two circular 
triple-layered dielectric cylinder models: an 
arm size cylinder, and a thigh size cylinder. 
The arm size model has the dimensions Tj = 
4.45 cm, rm= 3.175 cm and rb = 0.95 cm. The 
thigh size model pas the dimensions rr = , 
8.9 cm, rm = 6.35 cin and rb = 1.9 cm. Four 
frequencies are used in the calculation: 2450, 
918, 750 and 433 MHz. 

During the calculation, values of Bessel 
functions with complex arguments are re
quired. The solutions of six by six complex 
matrix equations ar~ also required. Using the 
method of series · expansions taken from 
Handbook of Mathematical Functions (Ab64}, 
the Bessel functions are calculated in a sub
routine by the computer. The accuracy of the 
subroutine is checked against the values con
tained in the handbook. The accuracy is better 
than 1 o-s · within the range of the arguments 
and orders of the Bessel functions used in the 
heating pattern calcµlation. The inversion of· 
the complex matrix is performed by the com
puter in another subroutine using the Gauss
Jordan Reduction Method (McC64). 
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Even though in this theoretical investiga
tion, the original formulation is for triple
layered cylinders, the extension to arbitrary 
number of layers is easy. The algorithm of the 
computer program is such that it can be easily 
changed to accommodate the calculation of 
microwave absorption for tissue cylinders hav
ing any number of layers, subject to the limi
tation of the storage of the computer. 

CONVERGENCE OF TIIE SERIES 
OF· CYLINDRICAL WAVES 

In order to ensure t_he convergence of the 
series of cylindrical waves for each frequency, 
an estimate is made for the values of the terms 
of the cylindrical waves as n, the number of 
terms, tends to infinity. The following asymp
totic expressions for the Bessel functions can 
be used (H<;>71). 

ln(z)~(l/-12TTn)(ez/2nf (31) 
Yn(z)~--✓2/TTn(2n/ezr (32) 

H~2)(z)--,, (1/✓2Trn)[(ez/2nf +2j(2n/ezt] (33) 

where e = 2.71828.: .. 
Consider equations (24) and (25). In order 

to determine the order of magnitude of Ant, 
Bnt and C,,, each term of equation (24) is 
taken to have the same order of magnitude*. 
Hence, as a check for the order of magnitude 
of Ant,· Bnt, · and C,,, the following expressions 
are used. · 

Anpn(ktrt)~ tin(kort) (34) 
BntYn(ktrt)~ tin(kort) · (35) 

C,,H~2 )(korr),:_ tin(kor,). (36) 

Note that · the above expressions can satisfy· 
equation (25) if the asymptotic expressions for 
the Bessel functions are substituted into the 
equation. Substituting equations (31) through 
(33) into equations (34) through (36), the fol.:. 
lowing expressions are obtained. · 

(37) 

* These approximations are valid except for the 
case where An,.ln ( i4r1) and B.1 Y.( i4r1) are much 
larger than j" J. (k0 r1 ), and that the sum of 
A~,.J.(i4r1) and B.1Y.(ktr1) is such that equation (24) 
is satisfied. For this special case,- the error checking 
is performed by the computer printout. 

Bnt ~ (e2 koktr/!4n2 f (38) 
Cn ~(e2 k/r/!4n2 f. (39) 

Putting the above approximations of the 
coefficients into the terms in the cylindrical 
wave, for rm~ r~ rt (fat region) 

Anpn(ktr)~(ekor/2nf (40) 

Bnt Yn(ktr) ~ (ekor/!2nrt. (41) 

Hence the error for terminating the cylin
drical wave at the Nth term is 

00 

error= L (ekor/!2nrf.. (42) 
n=N 

Note that the incident plane wave is defined to 
have an amplitude of 1. Hence the error is 
defined as the error relative to the amplitude 
of the incident plane wave. 

For the muscle region, equations (26) and 
(27) are used. The same approximation proce
dures are again used. Hence, the following 
expressions for Anm and Bnm are obtained. 

Anm ~(kofkmt(rtfrm)2n (43) 

Bnm~(e2 kokmr//4n2f (44) 
Anmln(kmr)~(ekorr/!2nrm2t (45) 
BnmYnCkmr)~(ekor/!2nrf. (46) 

Hence the error term in the muscle region is 
the same as that of the fat region. 

For the bone region, 

Anb ~ (kof kbt (rtf rb)2
n (47) 

AnJn(kbr) ~ (ekorr/!2nr/)'!. (48) 

The error term in the bone region is smaller 
than that of the fat and muscle regions. 

Since k0 depends on f, the higher frequency 
calculations require more terms for con
vergence than the lower frequency ones. Due 
to the dependence on r; the calculations for 
the thigh model require more terms than that 
of the arm model. Setting the error (relative to 
the amplitude of the incident plane wave) for 
truncation of the series at 10-3

, for the 
2450 MHz thigh model case, 

00 

I (ekortl2nf < 10-3
• (49) 

n=N 

The value of N obtained is N = 12. 

.J 
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Fm. 2. Absorption patterns of thigh size .model with plane wave. source >E, polarization, 
freq.= 2450 MHz'. 

In the computer calculation, N = 19 .is used 
for all cases. By comparing the results with the 
calculation for N = 12, the error is found to be 
well below 10-3

• • : 
1 

· • .. 

RESULTS 

. Figures 2-5 show the absorption patterns in 
a cfrcular thigh size dielectric cylinder ,for inci.:. 
dent Ez polarized (TM) plane waves · of fre
quencies 2450, 918, 750 and 433 MHi re-

1.00 

FR= 918 MHz 
Z = 0cm 

0.80 

~ Bone 
"' C: ., 
"O 
~ 

060 ., 
3: 
0 
Q. 

"O ., 
.!::! 0.40 
0 

E 
0 
z 

0.20 

0 1.oci 

spectively. Each of the absorbed power deq
sity (based on volume) p~tterns is p.ormalized 
to ,its value in the muscle region at the fat-: 
muscle interface. The reasbn for the choice of 
this normalization point is that tor most of the 
cases investigated,the poiIIt ·of maximum ab
sorption is. in the musc~e region. at the fat-
muscle interface. · 

In all cases, it is observed 'that the absorp
tion is less 1ntense in the fat region than in the 

R, cm 

Fm. 3. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.= 918 MHz. ,, 

I 
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Fm. 4. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.= 750 MHz. 

muscle region. The bone region has practically 
no absorption at all. It is also observed that 
for the 2450 MHz case, the absorption in the 
muscle region attenuates almost exponentially 
from the fat-muscle interface. If the objective 
of therapeutic heating of human tissues with 
electromagnetic sources is to send heating 
deep into the muscle region, the penetration 
of heating into the muscle region for the 

2450 MHz plane wave source is not very satis
factory. The decrease of frequency causes 
more penetration of heating into the muscle 
region and less heating in the fat region. 

Figures 6-9 show the absorption patterns in 
a thigh size model due to Hz polarized (TE) 
plane wave sources. The general characteris
tics of the patterns are quite similar to that of 
the Ez polarized (TM) case. However, for the 

1.oor----------------------.---------, 

FR• 433 MHz o· 
Z • 0 cm 

0.80 45° 

'"' +- Bone ·;;; Fat 
C: 
w 60° .,, 
~ 0.60 
w 
~ 
0 
a. .,, 
w 
N 0.40 90° 

0 
E 
5 
z 

0.20 

0 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 700 

R, cm 

Fm. 5. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.= 433 MHz. 
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Fm. 6. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source H, polarization, 
freq.= 2450 MHz. 

433 MHz case, there is a rather high intensity 
in the muscle region at the muscle---:bone inter
face. 

The absorption patterns in a circular arm 
size dielectric cylinder with incident E2 

polarized (TM) plane wave sources are shown 
in Figs. 10-13. It is observed that in all cases 
the absorption in the bone region is negligible 
while the absorption in the fat region is smal-

ler than· that of the muscle region. The pene
tration of microwave energy in the muscle re
gion is better than that of the thigh size model. 
Again the lowering of the frequency gives 
more even absorption in the muscle region 
and reduces the absorption in the fat region. 
Hence plane wave irradiation of the arm size 
modei gives deeper penetration of energy into 
the muscle than for the case of the thigh 

1.00..--------------------~-------~ 

>, 
+-
iii 
C 
Q) 

"O 
~ 

Q) 

3: 
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C. 

"O 
Q) 
N 

0 
E 
0 
z 

0.80 

0.60 

0.40 

0.20 

0 
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Z • 0 cm 

Bone 

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 

R, cm 

Fm. 7. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source H, polarization, 
freq.= 918 MHz. 
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FIG. 8. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source H, ·polarization, 
. freq.= 750 MHz. 

model. Again the absorption characteristics 
of the 2450 MHz plane wave are inferior 
to -those of the lower frequencies in terms 
of penetration of heating into the muscle 
region. 

the patterns are quite similar to that of the Ez 
polarized (TM) case. However, in the Hz 
polarized (TE) case, the absorption in the 
muscle region is more intense at the muscle
bone interface than at the fat-muscle inter
face. This deep penetration of energy into the 
muscle region may be beneficial in terms of 
therapeutic heating of human tissues. 

The heating patterns of the arm. size model 
due to Hz- polarized (TE) plane wave sources 
are shown in Figs. 14-17. The characteristics of 
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FIG. 9. Absorption patterns of thigh size model with plane wave source H, polarization, 
freq.= 433 MHz. 
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FIG. 10. Absorption patterns of arm size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.= 2450 MHz. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This theoretical investigation shows the 
large variation of energy absorption charac
teristics in tissues for different source frequen
cies and sizes of biological bodies. It is there
fore important to recognize these microwave 
characteristics in the design and the interpre
tation of the results of biological effects ex-

1.00 

0.80 
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(I) 

3: 
0 
0. 

"O 
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N 0.40 
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0 z 

0.20 

0 0.50 1.00 1.50 

periments in relation to health protection. The 
limitations of the usefulness of incident power 
density in biological experiments using ani
mals of various sizes is evident. It is 'recom
mended that dosimetry in biological effects 
experiments be quantified in terms of total 
absorbed energy and the distribution of the 
absorbed energy in the biological body. Addi
tionally, the determinations of the absorption 
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FIG. 11. Absorption patterns of arm size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.;= 918 MHz. 
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FIG. 12. Absorption patterns of arm size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.= 750 MHz. 

characteristics of phantom human bodies are 
needed for given exposures to microwave 
radiations. 

and source frequencies. Research on the ab
sorption characteristics in models of tissues 
exposed to aperture sources has been previ
ously rep~rted (Ho71; Ho75). Additional re
search is needed for the practical design of 
effective applicators. 

This investigation also shows the many pos
sible patterns of energy deposition in tissues 
that can be achieved with varying tissue sizes 
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FIG. 13. Absorption patterns of arm size model with plane wave source E, polarization, 
freq.= 433 MHz. 
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